
Instructions for 'ZoliDuo Wrapped Tassel Bracelet in Jet and Jet AB' Kit
Project KB-SP-063HJ   [Skill Level: Intermediate]
Designer: Kat Silvia

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

1 - zoliduo left jet beads 1 - magnetic clasp

1 - zoliduo left jet ab beads 2 - silver crimp bead covers

1 - zoliduo right jet beads 2 - crimp tubes

1 - zoliduo right jet ab beads 1 - silver 7.4mm jump ring

1 - silver seed beads 2 - beading wire

1 - white tassel

Recommended Tools (not included)
Bead Stoppers, Chain Nose Pliers, Crimping Pliers, Cutters

Techniques Taught:
How to add a crimp bead cover, How to crimp a crimp bead, How to open a jump ring

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/how-to-make-the-zoliduo-wrapped-tassel-bracelet-kits-by-
beadaholique.html

These instructions will give you a 7.5” double wrap bracelet. To shorten the length, remove ZoliDuo Beads before
finishing. To add length, simply add seed beads to the ends respectively, as seen in the video. Note you will need to use
a bead stopper in the beginning instead of beginning with the crimping.

To begin, string one crimp tube onto the last two inches of both wires. String the wires up through one loop of the magnetic clasp
and back down through the crimp tube. Crimp the crimp tube.*

1. 

Add a crimp cover over the crimp tube.* Trim the tails of the wire.2. 

Next, string on three gold seed beads on to one wire and string two gold seed beads onto the other wire.3. 

To remove the jump ring attached to the tassel, open it with your chain nose pliers*. Replace this jump ring with the jump ring
provided. Close the jump ring.

4. 

String one wire through one hole and one wire through the other of one jet AB ZoliDuo facing right. String one gold seed bead on to
each wire. Then string one jet AB ZoliDuo facing left. String one gold seed bead on to each wire.

5. 

String one wire through one hole and one wire through the other of one jet ZoliDuo facing left. String one gold seed bead on to each
wire. Then string one jet ZoliDuo facing right. String one gold seed bead on to each wire. Please see photo if you are having trouble
with the orientation of your beads.

6. 

Repeat the above pattern until you have added all the ZoliDuos or until you have reached your desired length. Note: If you think you
would like a bracelet longer than 7.5”, you will need to begin with a bead stopper and only at the end go back and add the crimp
tube, clasp, and cover.

7. 

Once you have finished adding all of your beads, add two gold seed beads to the wire with the larger bottom ZoliDuo, and add
three gold seed beads to other wire.

8. 



String one crimp tube onto the last two inches of both wires. String the wires up through one loop of the magnetic clasp and back
down through the crimp tube. Crimp the crimp tube.*

9. 

Add a crimp cover over the crimp tube.* Trim the tails of the wire.10. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the included techniques guide. Thank you!
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